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🔥BREAKING NEWS🔥Iran gave US warning before
firing missile. After drone was downed Trump warned
Tehran of an imminent attack as retaliation w “limited” time
to respond. Trump ordered strikes, but pulled back after
Congress & Putin said -Don’t start war 🚀

The Associated Press
@AP

BREAKING: Revolutionary Guard general tells state TV that Iran 
warned US military drones several times before firing missile.
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💥Officials said Trump had approved attacks on radar and missile batteries. The

operation was underway when it was called off -planes were in air and ships were in

position, but no missiles had been fired when word came to stand down💥

Trump Approves Strikes on Iran, but Then Abruptly Pulls Back
Military and diplomatic officials still expected a strike as of 7 p.m. Thursday in
retaliation for Iran shooting down an unmanned American drone.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/20/world/middleeast/iran-us-drone.html

Iran’s ability to target and destroy the high-altitude 65,000 ft - drone, which was

developed to evade the very surface-to-air missiles used to bring it down, surprised

@DeptofDefense officials.
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🔥BREAKING NEWS UPDATE🔥WHOA‼ Iran refrained from targeting US aircraft

with 35 on board flying with drone says Iranian commander‼ Stand by for details ...

🤔Iranian forces claimed they used a version of the Buk M1 road-mobile SAM to

shoot down the BAMS-D. But the IRGC also possesses Russian-made S-300 air-

defense systems that could take down the drone... wouldn’t that be interesting if Iran

had used a Russian air defense system⁉

🔥BREAKING UPDATE 🔥 "At the moment when the US spy drone was shot down,

another American reconnaisance aircraft was near it, which we did not shoot down,"

Hajizadeh said, speaking to reporters on Friday, according to Fars.

Tasnim News Agency
@Tasnimnews_EN
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#Iran’s purpose by shooting down the drone was to warn the 
"#US terrorist forces" as it could also target an #American P-8 
military aircraft that was flying next to MQ-4C drone, but it didn’t: 
Brigadier General Hajizadeh
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🔥Trump thinks Iran didn’t intentionally down drone AFTER he received 2

warnings. "We had nobody in the drone. It would have made a big difference, let me

tell you, it would have made a big, big difference if the aircraft had carried a pilot”

alluding to the P-8 plane w troops🔥

WHOA‼ Why was Trump giving Iran leeway on downing our drone by lying that it

was an “error” or some Iranian General going rogue⁉He received 2 warnings from

Iran and Trump was told by DOD we had a P-8 nearby w troops on board at risk😳

Trump Appears To Downplay Drone Strike, Says ‘Hard To Believe’ Was…
U.S. President Donald Trump appeared to downplay Iran’s shootdown of a U.S.
drone, saying it likely was an error by “a general or somebody,” as both sides said
they had evidence to prove the ...

https://www.rferl.org/a/trump-downplays-iran-attack-drone-hormuz/30011206.html

JFC‼ Gen Hajizadeh claims 35 on board US P-8. "Twice we sent warnings," of an

IMPENDING STRIKE but the US military didn’t adjust course. Trump told us NONE

of this... probably too busy playing “chicken” w American troops lives so he and his

war cabinet can strike Iran‼ 

#BullshitPotus‼ 
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BREAKING NEWS #BullshitPotus Iran had our P-8 in their 
site. They warned you to move and you left the P-8 in position 
and risked US troops lives  They shot down the drone as a 
WARNING that they could have struck the P-8  
twitter.com/realdonaldtrum…

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
....Death to America. I terminated deal, which was not even ratified by 
Congress, and imposed strong sanctions. They are a much weakened 
nation today than at the beginning of my Presidency, when they were 
causing major problems throughout the Middle East. Now they are 
Bust!....
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